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How to Be Fully Transparent—
Can the Fund Overshare in 
Participant Communications?
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Oversharing: We’ve All Experienced It 
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Real talk:
Communication is Hard
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• Explanations of Benefits (EOB)
• Annual Funding Notices
• “Red Zone” notices
• 204(h) notices
• Summary plan descriptions (SPDs) and

Summaries of Material Modification
(SMMs)

• Claims and appeals determinations
• Bills and balance bills
• QDRO qualification

Benefit Communications Are Numerous
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• Benefits are complicated, with lots
of fine print that people don’t read

• A lot of legal jargon
• If they do read, participants feel like

they aren’t getting the truth
• Transparency (or lack thereof) can

sometimes lead to panic and
distrust

• Delicate balance between legal
requirements and communicating to
be understood

Challenges of Benefits Communication 
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• You want, and need, to be 
candid in communications, but 
this can lead to panic

• How can you communicate 
important issues without 
inciting panic among 
participants
– Ex.: Red zone notices

Transparency Leading to Panic
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What’s required? Example: Appeal denial letters (non-disability)
• Specific reason for the denial 
• Reference to the plan provision on which the benefit determination is based
• Statement that claimant entitled to receive, upon request and free of 

charge, reasonable access to, and copies of, all documents, records, and 
other information relevant to the claimant’s claim for benefits

• A statement describing any voluntary appeal procedures and claimant’s 
right to obtain the information about such procedures

• A statement describing the claimant’s right to bring an action under section 
502(a) of ERISA 

• Any applicable contractual limitations period 

Legal Requirements for Communications
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What’s required? Example: Appeal denial letters (non-disability) 
(continued)
• For group health plan appeal denials: 

– If internal rule, guideline, etc. Was relied upon in making the determination, a 
statement that the internal rule, guideline etc. Will be provided free of charge to 
claimant upon request 

– If determination was made based on medical necessity or experimental 
treatment or similar exclusion or limit, an explanation of the scientific or clinical 
judgment for the determination with applicable plan terms, or a statement that 
such explanation will be provided free of charge upon request 

– A statement as follows: 
• “You and your plan may have other voluntary alternative dispute resolution options, 

such as mediation. One way to find out what may be available is to contact your local 
U.S. Department of Labor Office and your State insurance regulatory agency.” 

Legal Requirements for Communications 
(continued)
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• There are legal requirements 
for how benefits are 
communicated
– What’s included in comms
– Phrasing

• Legalese is hard to understand! 
• How can you communicate to be 

understood, while still upholding 
the legal requirements?

Legal Requirements Are Complicated
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How do you
Communicate to be Understood?
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• Meld helpful communications 
with required communications

• Plans CAN include a cover 
page, FAQ, explainer video 
with official communications

• Consider your audience!

Communicate to Be Understood
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• Let plan participants know 
what to expect over the 
course of the year.
– Communications
– Documents
– Provide a glossary of terms

• Drip campaign

New Participant Onboarding Campaign
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Video: Here’s What to Expect

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=45JkEaaRp9s
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Using software to etc. 
streamline communications 
and onboarding by replacing 
repetitive tasks with 
automated solutions.

What Is Marketing Automation?
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Sample schedule for a new participant
• Welcome
• Overview
• Communications you’ll receive
• How to use the portal
• How to find a doctor
• How to stretch your health care dollars
• Wellness techniques
• Congrats at Silver or Gold level—Overview 

of benefits and what’s changed

Marketing Automation
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• 94% of marketers say video 
has helped them increase 
understanding of product or 
service

• Use video to increase 
understanding

• Reach audiences that don’t 
read

The Power of Video
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• Sample videos
• What is an SPD/EOB and how 

to read it?
• What is a pension?
• What does it mean for a 

pension to be in the red zone?
• What are the differences 

between health plans?

Explainer Videos
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Explainer Video: What Is a Pension?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vBYU4FHebNM
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• Who communicates with your 
participants? Train them to 
answer questions
– Administrative staff
– Fund staff
– Business manager/agents
– Job site reps

Provide Training
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How to
Put it in Action
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• Summary Plan Description
• Executive Summary
• Explainer Video
• Glossary of Terms

Oversharing example: 
Overpromising

Summary Plan Descriptions (SPDs)
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• Summary Plan Description
• Executive Summary
• Explainer Video
• Glossary of Terms
• How to review for accuracy
• What to do if you have questions or don’t 

understand something

Oversharing and undersharing can come 
from outside sources, NOT the EOB, 

which has a specific format.

Explanations of Benefits (EOB)
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Video Example: How to Read an EOB 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NgM9arZhw5M
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• Red Zone Notice
• Cover Sheet
• Explainer Video
• FAQ
• “Town Hall” Video Meeting

Oversharing example:
Blaming a specific 

person/overpromising

Red Zone Notices
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• Balance Bill
• Cover Sheet
• What to do if you have 

questions or don’t understand 
something

Oversharing example:
“You don’t have to pay it.”

Balance Bills
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• 204(h) Notice
• Cover Sheet with Summary
• Explainer Video
• FAQ
• “Town Hall” Video Meeting with 

On Demand Recording 

Oversharing example:
Process disclosures

204(h) Notices
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• Benefits Statement
• Cover Sheet
• Explainer Video
• FAQ

Oversharing example: 
Process disclosure/blame game

Bad News Benefits Statements
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Action Plan for More Transparent 
Communication
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• Inventory your communications
• Meet with staff; what are FAQs? 

Develop responses
• Meet your attorney; what CAN you 

share/NOT share?
• Add cover sheets to all 

communications
• Record 3 explainer videos

Action Plan
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Key Takeaways Session 
Evaluation—
Scan this 
QR code.

Session 
eval QR 

code here

• Communicate to be understood.
Avoid jargon.

• Use supplemental communications
to increase comprehension.

• There’s a difference between
oversharing and being transparent.

• When it comes to benefits,
leadership needs to present a united
front.
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